
Attachment B 

Interim Arrangements for APS Recruitment Processes 
 

 Vacancy identified: is 
there a n essential need 

to fill the vacancy?  

Is this a vacancy to 
be filled by a special 
measure or graduate 

recruitment           
program?  

Yes 

No 

Are there suitable 
employees in the 
agency requiring   
redeployment? 

No 

Place most suitable employee  

Are there suitable 
candidates on the 

APS or SES redeploy-
ment register?  

Yes 

No 

Report to the Commissioner on 
non-ongoing engage ments or 

extensions Choose most appro-
priate selection 

method 

EOI process    
(internal or APS) 

Seek Commissioner’s 
approval to use an 
existing merit list/

pool 

New advertised   
vacancy within APS  

Notify the vacancy in 
the Gazette as open 
to APS employees 

only 

Accept applications 

 

Assess applicants 
against common  

criteria 

Recommend         
preferred candidate 

Delegate makes the 
decision. Is there a 

successful candidate?  

Implement decision and 
notify in Gazette 

Yes 

Seek approval from 
Commissioner to 

advertise externally 
Yes 

Notify the vacancy in 
the Gazette as open to 
all eligible members of 

the community  

Does the vacancy 
need to be filled on 
an ongoing basis?  

Yes 

No 

Non-ongoing  process  (note 
the normal provisions around 
advertising for non-ongoing 

employment greater than 12 
months still applies)  

Provide evidence to 
the Commissioner 
that no excess em-

ployees are suitable 
and seek approval to 

advertise 

For SES vacancy — 
seek Commissioner’s       

approval of                   
representative  

For SES vacancy — 
seek Commissioner’s       

endorsement  

Temporary transfer or 
Higher Duties 

Yes 

Implement decision and 
notify in Gazette 

Implement decision and 
notify in Gazette if      

required 

Yes 

Reassess vacancy: is it a 
critical role and are there 
exceptional circumstanc-

es? 

No 

Close process 

Yes 

No Close process 

Legend: 

Result    Reporting Requirement       Recruitment Process 

For SES vacancy — 
seek Commissioner’s       

endorsement  

No 

Seek Commissioner’s 
approval to continue 

with an existing    
process 

For SES vacancy — 
seek Commissioner’s       

endorsement  

Implement decision and 
notify in Gazette 

Delegate makes the 
decision 

Delegate makes the 
decision 


